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but the thoughts and deeds of her great men are treasures preserved in history for
the enrichment of our own lives." Dr. Botsford has prepared the present book as

an aid

study of this important subject, and has striven to make

to the

it

so fas-

cinating that the young student will be impelled to pursue his inquiries and reading

much

the position of Greek material and spiritual achievement

To render

farther.

world more intelligible, he has prefixed to his narrative a
rapid survey of the histories of Egypt, Assyria, the Medes, the Persians, the PhoeThis introduction, though brief, is competent and
nicians, and the Hebrews.
in the history of the

^upK.

serviceable.

PROFESSOR GUNKEL'S LEGENDS OF GENESIS.
have finished reading Gunkel's Genesis}
and what fine, glorious years
are these, when ignorance and mystery are driven back to their dungeons and
brave scholars, with courage, with no malice, with kindly eyes and warm hearts
To-night

What

I

a thoroughly wise and entertaining book

;

;

come

to us,

with songs of praise on their

the truth that shall
all

who come
I

make you

free.

lips,

Read

it,

and say to us "My brother, this
it, and pass on the glad tidings
:

love

is

to

after us."

looked through the index.

A

perfect joy.

Reveals the whole book.

A

reader

could pass an examination long after the perusal of the book by
Perhaps it should contain references
glancing through this illuminating index.
to the symbols " P," "J," and " E " that mean so much to the novice.
It is often said that the German scholar cares more for thought than style and
with a

memory

man

is

a hard

is

clarity itself.

to translate.

I

Great credit

know nothing
is

due

to the

of Gunkel's

German, but

this

English

author or the translator.
D.

W. Wilder.

Hiawatha, Kansas.

ITALIAN CHARACTERS.
Our esteemed contributor, the Countess Evelyn Martinengo Cesaresco, a descendent of an aristocratic English family and by marriage an Italian countess,
here offers to the English-speaking world a book entitled Italiaii Characters,^
which may

fairly

be called a tribute

history of eleven Italian heroes
selves

somehow through

Italy in the

epoch of

not select those

its

to

her adopted country.

who played important

their patriotism

unification

men who were

and

and loyalty

It

contains the

life

parts or distinguished themto the

new ideal of a united
The authoress did

political resurrection.

the historical leaders, Victor

Emanuel, Garibaldi,

Cavour, Crispi, but stars of second magnitude, victims of the old misgovernment,
heroes of endurance, who, however, considering the intrinsic worth of virtue, are
Castromediano, Ricasoli, Settembrini, Giunot less praiseworthy and admirable,
seppe Martinengo, Manin, the Poerios, Azeglio, Mameli, Ugo Bassi, Nino Bixio,

—

and the

Cairolis.
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